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Unconventional Reserves to Underpin to LNG: What
Defines a Project?

Deb Ryan

Reserves are assigned under the Petroleum Resource Management Systems (PRMS) Guidelines on the basis of
“projects”. PRMS “projects” have traditionally included all of a company’s well and locations in a specific geographic
area, e.g., a field, or convenient grouping of entities at the accounting or processing level. With the rising global
increase in liquefied natural gas (LNG) plants and the gas reserves to feed them, PRMS compliant LNG projects are
important to investors, regulators, and gas producers. LNG requires large scale investment and understanding the
gas reserves that underpin an LNG project is critical in reaching a development decision for the full project. This
paper investigates the ramifications of LNG facilities as PRMS “projects” by contrasting two active LNG
development areas, Australia and the U. S.
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